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Figure 1 – One of DIKU’s amphitheatre

Therefore, we can make use of advanced modern mathematical settings like differential and

Riemannian geometry combined with complex data analysis methodologies to withdraw mea-

ningful insights.
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Abstract

Phylogenetics is the study of links between species across Evolution. It is thanks to this

field of science that we can classify groups of organisms and interpret evolutionary changes

like adaptations, speciations, selections, ...etc. Most phylogenetic trees are built upon DNA

data but, depending on the methodology and interpretations we can end up with conflicting

phylogenies. Enhancing the model with morphology data, which were previously used to

classify species, is an idea to overcome these issues.

To achieve this, the stochastic morphometry project consists in proposing a novel approach

to generate phylogenetic trees taking both species’ DNA and shapes into account through the

use of the mathematical field of shape analysis. Shape analysis is a research topic focusing

on geometric shapes such as curves or surfaces and developed in computer science with

simulations and analysis depending on the application field. Among the latter, we have

medical imaging, computer-aided design (CAD) or, in relation to our project, the study

of biological shapes. In practice, we study shapes through descriptors such as landmarks,

and their choice can be critical regarding the output of algorithms. In the present work, we

propose to model 3-dimensional shapes as signals (image of a function) from the sphere :

effectively, a shape is seen as a deformation of the sphere. We are interested in modeling

of evolutionary changes among some of these biological shapes. The first and crucial step

for the project is to come up with a consistent way to model and simulate a random path,

effectively a stochastic process, between two shapes. To do so, we mention an outer approach

which involves acting on the whole domain in which the shape is embedded and we propose

an inner approach through the description of parameterized shapes as images of functions.

Keywords : Shape analysis, Stochastic processes, Phylogenetics
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Introduction, context and goals

The origin of phylogenetics goes back to Darwin himself with Evolution theory. Thanks to

technology and scientific discoveries it has been improved and expanded and is now regarded

as a corner stone of science. In practice, because of their historical origin, we can link groups

of living beings according to their DNA sequences, or their morphology for instance. By

doing this, we end up with phylogenetics trees taking their roots from a common ancestor

and expanding into a multitude of species that we can observe in the wild today. Until

the end of the 70’s, species classifications were relatively rough, based on observations and

characteristic measurements. Then, DNA revolutionized the field of phylogenetics and since

then, many species had been effectively classified to help us understand Evolution better.

Figure 1 – Example of a phylogenetic tree

In recent years, the rise of data and so, genomics data, combined with enhanced computatio-

nal power, made the study of phylogenetics focus on DNA-centered classification of species.

2
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But, depending on the way we use and interpret DNA data to compute phylogenetic trees,

we end up with different and sometimes conflicting phylogenies as pointed in [1]. Biologists

seek to unify phylogenies from DNA sequences combined with morphological information to

be able to build the true phylogeny thus overcoming conflicts such as the one illustrated in

2 (from [2]).

Figure 2 – Two different phylogenies, on the right based on DNA, on the left based on

morphology

Evolution is a complex process resulting from constant changes in the molecular structure of

species. It is the outcome of many random but selected changes (Natural selection, genetic

drifts, ...) throughout History. Knowing this, it appears that the shapes of organism evolves

in a random but guided way in response to its environment and other exterior pressures.

The idea of studying evolution of organisms through their shape has already been highligh-

ted by the Scottish biologist and mathematician D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson (1860-1948)

almost a century ago [3]. In his remarkable work, compiled in a book entitled On Growth and

forms, he explained the variability of morphology as a distortion of the surrounding space

and thus morphogenesis through extrinsic deformations.

With recent advances in the mathematical field of shape analysis and thanks to the deve-

lopment of algorithms and framework (Shape space, LDDMM, elastic matching,...) to model

this space, we will attempt at using these theoretical insights to model a stochastic shape
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Figure 3 – Examples of shapes differences explained with a change of coordinates [3]

transformation based on CT scan data. Concretely, we aim at modeling random deformations

of shapes through the theories of differential geometry and stochastic processes combined.

We can identify 3 principal goals for this project :

1. Extending the theoretical framework of stochastic processes in the shape space

2. Develop a tool to compute efficient simulations of such processes

3. Apply and adapt the preceding results with meaningful insights from biology to im-

prove phylogenetic trees

More details can be found on the website’s project :

https://www.ccem.dk/stochastic-morphometry/.

In the long run, the goal is to sample from multiple paths of shapes in order to obtain a

phylogenetic tree maximizing the likelihood similarly to Felsenstein’s pruning algorithm in

[4, 5].

First and foremost, we will get a sense of the available data to study shapes among species :

what we consider morphological data and what we have thanks to the biology department.

Then, we will gather and explain recent advances regarding the study of shapes, including

matching and stochastics to propose a concrete method to model paths between shapes with

a focus on 3-dimensional shapes described as meshes. Then, we propose a description of

shapes as deformation of a template (the sphere) that facilitates the definition of stochastic

processes and finally, we will develop a code, gathering existing and new work to make

simulations.

https://www.ccem.dk/stochastic-morphometry/


Chapitre 1

Morphometry

Morphology can be studied through various type of data such as tables containing measure-

ments, images, CT scans or videos. The more we can handle different type of data, the more

biological insight we can get.

In the following, what we will consider as morphological data will be geometric data and

more precisely, it will be explicit representation such as point clouds and meshes.

Here is a brief list of explicit representations we can use to describe shapes sorted by quantity

of information :

curve in R2 < image < 3D landmarks < curve in R3 < mesh < volume

Figure 1.1 – Different types of geometric data suitable to describe morphology

5
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A similar but reversed classification can be done about the computational power required

by each type of data. Indeed, voxels for instance need high resolution discretization which

result in a drastic loss of computational efficiency. Meshes are a great compromise and can

tell a satisfying amount of information.

1.1 Morphological data

1.1.1 1-dimensional data : curves

We can gather geometric information by capturing images of a specimen followed by a

segmentation algorithm to obtain curves representing a specific aspect of the organism. For

instance, we have available data on butterfly wings as depicted in 1.2.

Figure 1.2 – Butterfly wing (morphological curve embedded in R2)

It is important to specify the space in which the shape is embedded. For instance, having a

curve embedded in R2 (like the previous butterfly wing) is a different setting than a curve

embedded in R3 (like the following bird beak). Nevertheless, in both cases, we deal with a

1-dimensional geometric object : a curve.

Figure 1.3 – Bird beak (morphological curve embedded in R3)
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1.1.2 2-dimensional data : surfaces and meshes

We now take a look at 2-dimensional geometric data embedded in R3. The data we have can

be described through a set of landmarks resulting in a point cloud. If we add orientation

information such as outgoing normals, or face connectivity (as we do in practice), we end up

with a triangular mesh. A mesh is typically a connected reunion of triangles and we describe

a mesh M as M = {V, F,E} with V the set of vertices, F the set of faces and E the set of

edges.

Among the available data provided by the biology department, we have access to scans of

canid skulls (wolves, dogs and similar) presented as very high dimensional meshes.

Figure 1.4 – Wolf skull as a triangular mesh

CT scans like this allows us to get very high resolution. For instance, these wolf skulls are

described with meshes with more than a million triangles. Now, we will formally define

meshes to establish solid foundations regarding the data we manipulate.

A triangular mesh M is a parametrization of a surface S by discretization. Let M =

{V , E ,F} with V , the set of vertices, E the set of edges and F the set of faces. Equiva-

lently, a mesh is a disjoint reunion of connected triangles M =
⊔

i Ti. The set of triangles

are connected between them through common edges and aims at approximating the original

smooth surface. We will refer the number of vertices as the resolution of the mesh.

More rigorously, we need to establish some definitions to deal with simplicies. Let n be a

natural number,

Definition 1 (n-simplex). The standard (normalized) n-simplex is the collection of points

σ := {(x0, ..., xn) ∈ Rn+1|
n∑

i=1

xi = 1, xi ≥ 0} (1.1)

The xi are called the vertices of σ.
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Definition 2 (Face of a simplex). Let σ be a n-simplex, a face of σ is a simplex whose vertices

are a subset of the vertices of σ.

Definition 3 (Geometric simplicial complex). Σ = (σi)i∈I a collection of simplicies. Σ is a

geometric simplicial complex if

— Any intersection of two simplicies in the collection is a simplex

— Every face of every simplex in the collection is also in the complex

Then, we define a mesh as a geometric 2-simplicial complex.

Definition 4 (Oriented mesh). If M is a mesh, it is possible to give the mesh an orientation

by ordering each 2-simplex in the geometric 2-simplicial complex that defines the mesh.

Figure 1.5 – An oriented mesh

Computations on meshes is an open door to the wide and developing theory of discrete

differential geometry [6].

1.2 Comparing shapes

Comparing shapes is crucial in the context of this project but finding ways to tell how

”close” two shapes are is already not a very straight-forward problem to address. A naive

and broadly used approach among the geometric deep learning community is to match each

vertices between two meshes and compute a L2 distance. But this way of doing has a critical

downside : to compare two shapes, they need to be aligned, to have the same parameterization

(resolution) and to have a natural correspondence between each points. By using this method,

we requires careful and important preprocessing steps.

1.2.1 Classical methods

A widely used metric to compare point clouds in geometric deep learning is a Lp-like metric

summing the pair-wise euclidean distance between each points.
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d1(x, x̂) =
1

N

∑
i

∥xi − x̂i∥ (1.2)

d2(x, x̂) =
1

N

∑
i

∥xi − x̂i∥2 (1.3)

Figure 1.6 – Correspondence between vertices of two meshes of the same resolution

The major drawback of such metric is the need of a fixed parameterization in the dataset

and exact correspondence between each points of the two point clouds.

To compare 2 sets embedded in an euclidean space, we can also use the Hausdorff distance,

illustrated by 1.7 and defined as

Definition 5 (Hausdorff distance). Let X, Y be two subsets of a metric space E. We note

d(x, Y ) = infy∈Y ∥x− y∥. Then,

dH(X, Y ) = max

{
sup
x∈X

d(x, Y ), sup
y∈Y

d(X, y)

}
(1.4)

is a distance.

The major drawback of this metric is its sensibility to highly-localized changes in the shape

like narrow spikes. Then taking a mesh and stretching one of its vertices results in a high

Hausdorff distance between the stretched mesh and the original one despite every other

vertices being equals.

1.2.2 Varifolds

To overcome these issues, we described surfaces through geometric measure theory with

objects called varifolds. Consistent work has been done on this topic [7], therefore, we will

just explain briefly this approach.
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Figure 1.7 – Illustration of hausdorff distance between two closed curve

Continuous case

Before writing a formal definition, we give some intuition behind geometric measures by

applying the theory to represent a simple geometric object, which is a point cloud. Let

S = {x1, ..., xn} be a point cloud in R3. We can model this point cloud as a sum of Dirac’s

evaluation functional δ which define a measure on R3 : S :=
∑n

i=1 δxi
.

We can enhance this representation in the case of meshes by setting each Dirac’s functional

at the center of a triangle, weighting it with the area of the aforementioned triangle and

adding orientation.

We can generalize the preceding idea in the continuous case. A 2-varifold on X ⊂ R3 em-

bedded in R3 is a measure in R3 × S2. It gives us

— localization through the measure in R3 (point cloud)

— orientation, tangent plane through measure of outgoing normals n⃗ in the sphere S2.

µX(ω) =

∫
X

δ(x,n⃗(x))dσ(x) (1.5)

with dσ being a surface element on X.

Discretization and application to meshes

In particular, a varifold is a linear application, we can define a varifold on a mesh M =
⊔

i Ti
by summing over the triangles Ti such that

µM =
∑
i

∫
Ti

δ(x,n⃗(x))dσTi
(x) (1.6)

with σTi
being the area of the triangle Ti.

Let introduce the following

µ̂M =
∑
i

ri.δ(x,n⃗(x)) (1.7)
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Figure 1.8 – Varifold approximation on meshes

by denoting ri the area the triangle Ti

We get the following approximation thanks to [8]

|µM − µ̂M | ≤ σ(M)max
T∈M

diam(T ) (1.8)

which confirm the natural use for varifold on meshes because as we refine the discretization,

the preceding inequality converges to 0.

Finally, we embed the space of current in the dual space of a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert

Space (RKHS) allowing us to define a norm deriving from a scalar product with a chosen

reproducing kernel K (the gaussian kernel is widely used for this type of application).

In addition, because we compare measures, we can compare shapes with different paramete-

rization and resolution which is very useful in practice as meshes from CT scans often comes

with a non consistent resolution.

1.3 Shapes and meshes as signals (deformations of the sphere)

Most physical objects can be viewed and registered as signals (audio recording, images, heat

map on the sphere,...). These signals are functions of time and/or space and describe the

Figure 1.9 – Different types of signals (sound, image, videos,...)

evolution of any quantity we aim at studying.
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3D shapes (without volume information) can also be seen as signals. They can be modeled

as mappings from the 2-sphere S2 to R3. This way, we model shapes as a combination of

three signals on the sphere : a signal for each coordinates, usually expressed in spherical

coordinates such that a shape can be described with a function s such that

s(θ, ϕ) = (Rt(θ, ϕ),Θt(θ, ϕ),Φ(θ, ϕ)) (1.9)

with (θ, ϕ) ∈ [0, π]× [0, 2π].

In addition, we consider shapes described as compact surfaces, without boundaries, with

a similar topology than the sphere (no holes). Then, the function generating the signal

s = (s1, s2, s3) is bounded and therefore has finite energy :

E(si) =

∫
si(θ, ϕ)dθdϕ <∞ ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

Thus, shapes are functions of the Hilbert space H = L2(S2,R3).

Spherical Harmonics

Let s : S2 7→ R be a signal on the 2-sphere, parameterized by (θ, ϕ) with finite energy

(s ∈ H = L2(S2,R)). This Hilbert space can be equipped with the standard scalar product

⟨·; ·⟩ defined for f, g ∈ H

⟨f ; g⟩ =
∫
S2
f(θ, ϕ)g(θ, ϕ)dµ(θ, ϕ) =

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

f(θ, ϕ)g(θ, ϕ) sin(ϕ)dθdϕ (1.10)

From this setting, we can build a basis on H with spherical harmonics {Y m
l } so that for

every s ∈ H

s(θ, ϕ) =
∑
l∈N

∑
|m|≤l

⟨s;Y m
l ⟩Y m

l (θ, ϕ) =
∑
l∈N

∑
|m|≤l

γl,mY m
l (θ, ϕ) (1.11)

with, for every l ∈ N, |m| ≤ l,

Y m
l (θ, ϕ) =

√
2l + 1

4π

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
Pm
l (cos(θ))eimϕ (1.12)
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with Pm
l being the associated Legendre polynomials :

Pm
l (x) = (−1)m2l(1− x2)m/2

l∑
k=m

k!

(k −m)!
xk−m

(
l

k

)(
l+k−1

2

l

)
(1.13)

The preceding spherical harmonics basis {Y m
l } is a complete orthonormal system for H.

Spherical wavelets

We can also build a multi-resolution analysis on H (i.e. a decreasing sequence of approxi-

mation spaces (Vj)j∈N such that
⋃

j Vj = H (density). For every resolution j, Vj ⊂ Vj+1 such

that there exists a complementary vector space Wj and we have, for all j

Vj+1 = Vj ⊕Wj (1.14)

Further development [9] brings us the wavelet basis Ψ = {ψi, i ∈ I} = {ϕ0,0, ψj,m|j ∈ J ,m ∈
M(j)} with M(j) being an index set defined over all ψj,m.

We can decompose s with the orthogonal wavelet basis {ψi, i ∈ I} so that

s =
∑
i∈I

⟨ψi; s⟩ψi =
∑
i∈I

γiψi (1.15)

Explicit example of a spherical wavelet basis for H

Let us introduce unitary operators on the 2-sphere :

— Rotation Rρ : (Rρf)(θ, ϕ) = f(ρ−1(θ, ϕ)), ρ ∈ SO(3)

— Dilatation Da : (Daf)(θ, ϕ) = λ(a, θ)1/2f(θ1/a, ϕ) with θ1/a defined as tan(
θ1/a
2
) =

1
a
tan( θ

2
) and λ(a, θ) = 4a2

((a2−1) cos(θ)+(a2+1))2

The difference of gaussian spherical wavelet ψG is an example of a spherical wavelet :

ψG = ϕ(θ, φ)− 1

2
(D2ϕ(θ, φ)) with ϕ(θ, φ) = exp(− tan2(

θ

2
)) (1.16)

Defining continuous wavelets on general manifolds is a difficult problem, even on the sphere.

Some work has been done with a more ”applied” approach, on meshes. As I write these lines,

we are working with a framework derived from [10, 11].

Another practical example of Haar-like wavelet basis that we may use is developed in [9]

with SOHO wavelets.



Chapitre 2

Linking shapes

To study evolutionary changes in shapes, we consider the following problem : deforming a

source shape S0 into a target shape S1 of the same dimension.

2.1 The Shape Space

Defining the space of shapes can be a challenging problem in itself. The key idea is that

a shape is a point in the shape space. Among the existing framework, we can mention the

well-known Kendall definition [12] but we can also refer to Bauer et al. definition through

immersed submanifold [13, 14] or to Arguillère’s definition, more abstract [15]. In the conti-

nuous setting, the shape space is an infinite dimensional, smooth, curved manifold.

Figure 2.1 – Intuition behind the idea of shape space

Among these definitions, a recurrent idea is that diffeomorphisms (regular and invertible

functions) act on shapes in a ”natural way”. In addition and because of our overall goal to

14
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model biological shapes, we condition shapes to be regular (we say the shape is immersed

in R3).

Definition 6 (Immersion). Let M be a 3D shape, and f : S2 7→ R3 be a smooth function such

that f(S2) :=M . f is an immersion if df is injective.

In the following, we will focus on discretized shapes as meshes and thus, a specific finite-

dimensional subspace of the shape space on which numerical computations are possible.

Therefore, the discretized shape space is the set of meshes described as vector in R3n where n

is the resolution of the mesh with some connectivity constraint. Then, a sequence of meshes

is a discretized curve in the shape space.

2.2 Shortest paths through geodesics

To effectively compute a surface registration (matching) between S0 and S1, we need to

approximate the shortest path going from S0 to S1 in the shape space.

2.2.1 Riemannian geodesics and Hamilton equations

The shortest path we are looking for is a curve γ : t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ M in the shape space M .

To define more precisely this path, we need some notion of direction and velocity in general

spaces, which we do through the tangent plane. The tangent plane generalizes the notion of

tangent to higher dimensional spaces.

Definition 7 (Tangent plane). Let p ∈M , a smooth manifold (effectively a curved space), we

consider the set of curves of M which goes through p equipped with the following equivalence

relation : γ1 ∼ γ2 if and only if they have the same derived vector in p. This space, noted

TpM , is a vector space of the same dimension as M .

We define a Riemannian manifold as (M, g) where M is a smooth manifold and g is a

riemannian metric.

g : p ∈M 7→ gp ∈ TpM (2.1)

where for every p, gp is an euclidean metric. We can also define the associated cometric on

the cotangent plane (dual space of the tangent plane) Kp = g−1
p .

Definition 8 (Cost of a path). We define the cost of a path γ from a ∈M to b ∈M as

C(γ) =

∫ b

a

∥γ̇(t)∥2γ(t)dt (2.2)

with ∥γ̇(t)∥2γ(t) = ⟨gγ(t)γ̇(t); γ̇(t)⟩.

A geodesic is a path γ that locally minimizes the preceding cost. We can establish equations

satisfied by the shortest paths in order to approximate them in high dimensional spaces. The

following definitions are taken from Jean Feydy’s notes (see https://www.jeanfeydy.com).

https://www.jeanfeydy.com
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M

γ

N ∧ γ̇

γ̇

N

Figure 2.2 – Tangent plane of a simple shape M

Property 1. The following assertions are equivalent

1. γ minimizes
∫ 1

0
∥γ̇(t)∥2γ(t)dt

2. γ minimizes
∫ 1

0
∥γ̇(t)∥γ(t)dt and ∥γ̇∥ is constant.

Therefore, we view the desired geodesic as a path minimizing an energy functional.

Definition 9 (Kinetic energy).

E(q, v) =
1

2
∥v∥2q =

1

2
⟨gvp; v⟩ (2.3)

Then, we have

C(γ) = 2

∫ 1

0

E(γ(t), γ̇(t))dt (2.4)

Therefore, a geodesic in the shape space can be described by a flow of points (qt)t∈[0,1]
and a flow of momenta (pt)t∈[0,1] associated to each point defining a Hamiltonian system

H(p, q) = (pt, qt).

Definition 10 (Hamiltonian).

H(q, p) =
1

2
⟨p;Kqp⟩ = E(q,Kqp) (2.5)

We can formulate geodesics as Hamiltonian flows in the phase space, solutions of the following

differential system

{
q̇t = +∂pH(qt, pt) = +Kqtpt

ṗt = −∂pH(qt, pt) = −∂q(pt, Kqpt)(qt)
(2.6)
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These equations can be rewritten as
˙(
qt
pt

)
= R−π/2∇H

(
qt
pt

)
which highlights that

˙(
qt
pt

)
is

orthogonal to ∇H for all t and thus, H(pt, qt) is constant for all t.

This differential system setting allows for efficient solving algorithms to be used.

2.2.2 The Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM)

framework

Since the late 90’s, a large deformation framework has been developed [16, 17, 18], in this

setting, we deform the source shape by acting on the ambient space through a flow of dif-

feomorphisms. Concretely, we want to find ϕ ∈ Diff+(R3) such that ϕS0 ≈ S1. We build this

flow of diffeomorphisms by considering curves (ϕt)t∈[0,1] in the diffeomorphism group such

that ϕ1 gives the optimal path between S0 and S1.

To set up this optimal path, we define a C1 velocity vt such that

∂ϕt

∂t
= vt ◦ ϕt (2.7)

define a unique solution ϕt with initial condition ϕ0(S0) = S0. The set of all these solutions

can be equiped with an inner product ⟨·; ·⟩ inducing a riemannian structure to the flow

of diffeomorphism. Geodesics on this riemannian manifold is defined as minimizers of the

kinetic energy associated with the velocity vt. Solving this optimization problem is called the

exact matching problem.

d(ϕ0, ϕ1) = inf

{
1

2

(∫ 1

0

∥vt∥2dt
)1/2

}
(2.8)

Then, the optimal deformation ϕ1 ∈ Diff+(R3) preserves the boundaries and the differential

of the source shape making this type of deformation suitable for many applications in natural

science.

Figure 2.3 – Example of LDDMM used to morph a circle into a triangular shape
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In practice, the minimizer is hard to find. To solve this problem, we introduce unexact

matching by introducing a data attachment term to the functional we aim at minimizing

which becomes

J(vt) =
1

2

(∫ 1

0

∥vt∥2dt
)1/2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy of deformation

+ l(ϕ1.S0, S1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Data attachment

(2.9)

and we define l(ϕ1.S0, S1) as the varifold distance between the transformed shape ϕ1.S0 and

the target shape S1 which has been introduced in 1.

By solving this optimization problem we obtain a curve in the shape space (St) as for each

time t, St is the image of S0 by a diffeomorphism which preserve the shape structure and

topology.

2.3 Stochastic bridge between shapes

Now that we have a direct path in the shape space, we seek to ”noise in” this path by defining

a stochastic process in the shape space.

For the non-specialist, basics about continuous stochastic processes are presented in A. We

aim at finding ways to ”add noise to the registration” while keeping the shape structure. In

other words, we want to define a stochastic process in the shape space.

2.3.1 Outer approach : acting on the flow of diffeomorphisms from the

LDDMM framework

An approach that has been studied and continue to be, is by adding stochastics to the

diffeomorphism group that acts on the shape space through a flow that allow the source

shape to be morphed into the target shape.

Some work has been done in the case of landmarks as descriptors of the shape in [19].

This approach consists in adding a stochastic process to the Hamiltonian formulation of the

geodesic.
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An extension of the preceding idea to the whole shape has been introduced in [20]. We define

W as a cylindrical Wiener process (see [21]) on H = L2(S2,R3) and a Hilbert-Schmidt

covariance operator Q such that the solutions of the SDE

dXt = Q1/2(Xt) ◦ dWt (2.10)

are diffeomorphisms of S2 thanks to the regularity of Q defined as the integral operator

Q1/2v(x) =

∫
S2
kQ

1/2

(x, y)v(y)dy (2.11)

with kQ
1/2

: S2 × S2 7→ R6.

Following this, we aim at conditioning the process to hit the target shape. To achieve this,

we would like to add a drift term to (2.10), the same way presented in [22], to force the

process to hit the target. Formally, we compute the Doob’s h-transform of the process (Xt).

dX̃t = Q1/2(Xt)(Q
1/2(Xt))

∗∇Y log ht(Y )|Y=Xt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Added drift term

+Q1/2(Xt) ◦ dWt (2.12)

with

ht(Y ) =
P(XT ∈ dv|Xt = Y )

dµT

|v (2.13)

The key here is to show under which condition the preceding Radon-Nykodim derivative

exists.

2.3.2 Proposed approach : inner stochastics through generalized Wiener

process in a Hilbert space

Defining a stochastic process is easier in a Hilbert space such as the one used to describe

shapes as signals in 1. The goal is to make sense of a stochastic process (st)t≥0 in H =

L2(S2,R3) like

st = s0 +Wt ∀t ≥ 0 (2.14)

with (Wt)t≥0 a generalized Wiener process on H.

Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space. First, we state that we only need to establish everything

for H = L2(S2,R). Then if we have a brownian motion on L2(S2,R), we can extend to

L2(S2,R3).

W (t, ω) = (W1(t, ω),W2(t, ω),W3(t, ω)) ω ∈ Ω, t ≥ 0 (2.15)

where (Wi)1≤i≤d are i.i.d. brownian motions on L2(S2,R).
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Following the cylindrical brownian motion construction in [23], we introduce In the trunca-

tion of I at resolution n. For each t ∈ R+, ω ∈ Ω,

W n,Q(t, ω) =
∑
i∈In

Bi(t, ω)Q1/2ψi (2.16)

with (Bi)i∈In being a collection of standard 1-dimensional brownian motion and Q a cova-

riance operator (thus Q1/2 is well-defined) [21]. Then, because there exists {λi}1≤i≤dim(Hn)

such that

Q.ψi = λi.ψi (2.17)

we have

W n,Q(t, ω) =
∑
i∈In

Bi(t, ω)
√
λiψi (2.18)

For all n ∈ N∗, t ≥ 0, W n,Q(t, ω) ∈ Hn = span{ψi, i ∈ In}. Then, for all s ∈ Hn, s =∑
i∈In siψi (finite sum) and

⟨s;W n,Q(t, ω)⟩ =
∑
i∈In

si
√
λiB

i(t, ω) ∼ N

0,

√∑
In

s2iλit

 (2.19)

Then, we check the convergence :

E(∥W n,Q(t, ω)∥2) =
∑
i∈In

λiE(Bi(t, ω)2)∥ψi∥2 (orthogonal)

=
∑
i∈In

λiE(Bi(t, ω)2) (orthonormal)

= t
∑
i∈In

λi

A sufficient condition for the limit to be well defined is that
∑

i∈N λi < +∞ and thus the

covariance operator should have finite trace. With this condition, we can define

WQ(t, ω) = lim
n→+∞

W n,Q(t, ω) =
∑
i∈I

Bi(t, ω)Q1/2ψi (2.20)

(WQ)t≥0 is called a Q-Wiener process on H.

Effectively, the whole shape at time t is described by st = (Rt(θ, ϕ),Θt(θ, ϕ),Φ(θ, ϕ)) with

(θ, ϕ) ∈ [0, π]× [0, 2π]. The condition on st to be regular is (θ, ϕ) :7→ dst is injective and so

the determinant |dst| is non-zero :

|dst| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂Rt

∂θ
∂Rt

∂ϕ
∂Θt

∂θ
∂Θt

∂ϕ
∂Φt

∂θ
∂Φt

∂ϕ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ̸=
00
0

 (2.21)
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Calculating explicitly this determinant is hard, except if we consider star shapes. A shape

is said to be a star shape if every point on the shape can be connected with a straight line

to a fixed point in R3. Concretely, we can model a star shape with st = (Rt(θ, ϕ), θ, ϕ).

In this case, the determinant becomes

|dst| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂Rt

∂θ
∂Rt

∂ϕ

1 0

0 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.22)

which is non-zero at all time.

The general case is much more difficult and requires to introduce Sobolev spaces and elliptic

theory. This work is still in progress and will not be developed here but we can state the

following conjecture : if (λi)i∈N (the sequence of eigenvalues of Q) is decaying fast enough,

the shape stays regular during the process. Of course, this conjecture has to be refined to take

the random aspect of stochastic processes into account.



Chapitre 3

Numerical experiments

Computations on geometric data can quickly become computationally expensive and in some

cases even untractable. GPU computations becomes quickly unavoidable for such applica-

tions. Most of our GPU-based code has been written with Pytorch but we can also cite JAX

which combine Autograd and XLA to optimize performances when solving optimization

problems.

3.1 Computing distance between morphologies

Code is available at https://github.com/tbesnier/pylogenia

The first step toward matching is computing distance between a source shape and a target

shape. We highlighted several methods in 1 and thanks to these, we can already build

distance matrices that highlight the pair-wise distances between skull morphologies. We aim

at comparing these results with an official phylogenetic tree.

3.2 Matching shapes

We use the LDDMM framework to compute mesh registrations. In practice, we solve an

optimization problem defining a loss with the varifold distance between the target mesh and

the transformed mesh. We use KeOps[24, 25], built on pytorch enabling GPU computations

and optimized for geometric data with symbolic operations to obtain faster computations.

Figure 3.1 shows an example of a mesh registration from two dog’s skull. Even if this example

has no evolutionary meaning, it enables us to get insights on how the framework behave in

practice.

An important hyper-parameter to tune for the registration is the typical scale σ in the

gaussian kernel for the varifold loss. We highlights different qualitative results in figure 3.2
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Figure 3.1 – Matching between the skull of a bulldog (in red) and the skull of a labrador

(in blue)

Figure 3.2 – LDDMM matching resulting for different scale σ in the varifold loss

Then, after choosing ”the best” scale σ, which in this case is around σ ≈ 18, we can visualize

and withdraw some interesting conclusions regarding the quality of the registration.

First, the overall registration is arguably satisfying. But we see some parts of the mesh are

poorly matched, especially the teeth and some inconsistent details like cracks. To enhance the

registration, we could think of additional preprocessing steps on the meshes : removing the

teeth, averaging across a meaningful sample of the population to smooth out inner species

variability like sexual dimorphism and changes in size.

3.3 Adding randomness to the space of mappings from the

sphere

Code is available at https://github.com/tbesnier/bm-shapes.

https://github.com/tbesnier/bm-shapes
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Figure 3.3 – LDDMM matching resulting mesh

Experiments has been done in the case of spherical harmonics as a basis for L2(S2,R3).

In this case, In = {1, 2, ..., 2n + 1} and ψi =
∑

|m|≤i Y
m
i . We introduce a n-dimensional

Wiener process on L2(S2,R)

W n(t, ω) =
n∑

l=0

√
λl

l∑
m=−l

Bl,m(t, ω)Y m
l (3.1)

with, at each t ≥ u ≥ 0, W n(t) ∼ N (0, t.diag(λ1, ..., λn)).

From a signal s0 ∈ L2(S2,R), parameterized by (θ, ϕ) ∈ S2, we decompose it in the sphe-

rical harmonic basis at resolution n ∈ N∗ as ŝ0 =
∑n

l=0

∑l
m=−l⟨s0;Y m

l ⟩Y m
l and we add the

generalized Wiener process directly to define ŝt = ŝ0 +W n(t, ω) so that

ŝt =
n∑

l=0

l∑
m=−l

(
⟨s0;Y m

l ⟩+
√
λlB

l,m(t, ω)
)
Y m
l (3.2)

Depending on the chosen covariance operator, we end up with substantially different results

as it will be shown by the simulations.

More generally, for any collection of diffusion process (X l,m(t, ω))t≥0, we can define a sto-

chastic process on H.

ŝt =
n∑

l=0

l∑
m=−l

(
⟨s0;Y m

l ⟩+X l,m(t, ω)
)
Y m
l (3.3)

Q-Wiener process

Simulation 1 : We use the identity as covariance operator. As we are in the finite dimension
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Figure 3.4 – Illustration of how Q affects the decomposition

Figure 3.5 – Simulation 1 : Frames of a quasi-cylindrical brownian motion on the sphere

setting, the process does not blow up in finite time, which gives us more freedom regarding

the admissible range of covariance operator to use for simulation purpose.

Simulation 2 : We use an ”harmonic” decay for the covariance operator.

Simulation 3 : We apply the noise only on the first coefficient to obtain a 49-dimensional

noise

More recently, we managed to apply a stochastic on the wavelet decomposition of more

general shapes like the classical Stanford Bunny.

Simulation 4 : We apply a wavelet-based Q-Wiener process with a squared decay
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Figure 3.6 – Simulation 2 : Frames of an harmonic decaying Q-Wiener process

Figure 3.7 – Simulation 3 : Frames of truncated Q-Wiener process

Figure 3.8 – Simulation 4 : Frames of fast decaying Q-Wiener process on wavelet decom-

position

Bridge

We compute a brownian bridge between shapes as an Q-diffusion process on H which is effec-

tively a brownian bridge between each pair of coefficient of the decomposition in L2(S2,R3).

Simulation 5 : We compute a bridge between a sphere of radius 1 and another sphere of
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radius 2 with a truncated covariance operator with 25 coefficients.

Figure 3.9 – Simulation 5 : Frames of truncated Q-brownian bridge



Conclusion and further steps

To recap the content of this report, we began by introducing the context with the presentation

of a nascent project from DIKU : the stochastic morphometry project. The goal is to use

shape analysis and computer science tools combined with biology insights to propose a new

framework to study evolutionary processes. Then, we got a sense of different types of data we

can use with a special focus on meshes which gather both complexity and efficiency regarding

morphometry.

About accomplished work, we can highlight two main contributions :

— Computations of distances and matching between morphological shapes using an exis-

ting outer approach (LDDMM framework)

— Proposition of an inner approach which facilitates the definition of stochastic processes

and simulations with the development of a usable code

These contributions are meant to be developed in order to be published in the upcoming

month with the following goals : extending the numerical framework with wavelet theory to

allow computations on a broader range of shapes. Then, developing theoretical conditions

on the model to ensure acceptable and meaningful results.

In a less technical-focused aspect, this internship allowed me to take a step back regarding

how I behave in an international research-focused environment and I highlighted some specific

thoughts in the reflexive analysis after this conclusion. It also helped me develop relationships

and references that I expect to nourish for years to come starting with my upcoming PhD

in France dealing with both applied mathematics and computer science.
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Analyse réflexive

Cette partie consiste à mettre par écrit les expériences et les sentiments vécus pendant le stage et

à essayer de donner un sens à ce qui a été appris de manière concrète.

Le contexte

Pendant 6 mois, d’avril à octobre, j’ai été en stage de recherche à l’Université de Copenhague, au

Danemark. Bien que ce pays soit relativement proche de la France, il m’a été donné de vivre et

de découvrir un certain nombre de choses bien différentes d’abord dans la vie de tous les jours :

aménagements de la ville pour les trajets en vélo, multiples dispositifs en place pour encourager le

recyclage, ...etc. Je vais m’attarder sur certains épisodes qui, selon moi, méritent d’être analysés

ici.

Expériences concrètes

1. Travailler dans un cadre ”international”

Observations : Comme dans beaucoup de laboratoires publiques, le recrutement de chercheurs et

stagiaires étrangers est encouragé par l’UCPH. J’ai pu observé que le niveau d’anglais des gens

avec qui j’ai travaillé est en général très élevé.

Analyse : Sachant que je poursuis en thèse d’ici quelques mois, je compte renforcer mon anglais, oral

et écrit, notamment dans un contexte scientifique. Pour cela, je vais m’intéresser plus régulièrement

à des conférences et articles scientifiques.

2. Travailler sur un nouveau projet de recherche

Observations : Le projet de recherche auquel j’ai participé durant ces 6 mois a été lancé officielle-

ment avec le workshop de Juin, j’ai donc eu l’occasion de témoigner de la mise en place de celui-ci.

J’ai été interpellé par l’importance de la communication, de la complexité que peut prendre la

mise en relation de chercheurs d’horizons différents. En particulier, la diffusion des annonces via

les réseaux sociaux, en parler à son propre réseau, mettre en ligne un site internet dédié et le tenir

à jour, sont des choses que je n’imaginais pas être aussi importantes. J’ai notamment été quelque

peu désemparé lorsqu’on m’a demandé de relayer les tweets du projet alors que je n’avais même

pas encore de compte.
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Analyse : Je vais, dès la fin du mois de septembre, mettre en place des outils pour faciliter la

communication de mon travail : compte Twitter, site Internet personnel,...

3. Workshops de lancement du projet

Observations : Du 8 au 10 Juin, de nombreux chercheurs concernés de relativement près par les

liens entre biologie et informatique ont été invités à présenter un sujet à un Workshop à Copenhague

dans le cadre du lancement du projet.

Analyse : De très bons échanges avec les intervenants même si je manquais parfois de recul et

de matière pour échanger (j’étais par exemple très peu au courant du travail de Joe Felsentstein

malgré son importante réputation dans le milieu de la bio-informatique). Pour remédier à cela,

je vais continuer à m’intéresser à l’actualité scientifique et me constituer un block de références

”classiques”.

3. Workshop de mathématiques à Langeland

Observations : À la fin du mois de Juillet, du 25 au 30, j’ai été invité à un workshop de mathéma-

tique à Langeland, dans la campagne danoise. Ce workshop, très différent du précédent, regroupe des

chercheurs en mathématiques des quatres coins du monde (de Singapour au États-Unis, en passant

par l’Autriche). Chaque intervenant devait présenter un problème et les difficultés le concernant

pour ensuite chercher des opportunités de collaboration avec les autres. J’ai moi-même présenté le

sujet sur lequel je travaillais avec Élizabeth Baker et j’ai eu l’occasion de discuter de divers sujets

avec les autres. Chaque jour, des évènements sociaux (cuisine, promenade,...) m’ont aussi permis

de prendre du recul et élargir mon horizon.

Analysis : N’ayant pas eu la possibilité de préparer rigoureusement ma présentation et quand bien

même il s’agit de présentations informelles durant ce workshop, je me suis rendu compte qu’il était

beaucoup plus difficiles d’improviser en anglais. Pour améliorer cet aspect, j’essaierai de profiter

des occasions de parler de mon travail en échangeant avec les chercheurs qui viendraient de façon

occasionnelle au laboratoire durant ma thèse.

4. Travailler en équipe dans la recherche publique

Observations : Je suis arrivé dans l’équipe au moment du lancement du projet et de l’arrivée de

plusieurs doctorants et doctorantes, ce qui a été une bonne occasion d’apprendre le sujet et l’état

de l’art le concernant ensemble.

Analyse : Me sachant d’ordinaire plutôt réservé, j’ai été agréablement surpris de très vite arriver

à échanger et d’apprendre avec les autres, de participer aux évènements du département, etc... Je

vais donc poursuivre dans cet esprit.



Annexe A

Basics about stochastic processes

We set up a probability space (Ω,F ,P) where Ω is a non-empty set, F is a σ-algebra and P is a

probability measure.

A.1 Brownian motion and stochastic integral

Definition 11 (Stochastic process). X : Ω× R+ 7→ R is a stochastic process.

Definition 12 (Filtration). (F)t≥0 is a filtration if it an increasing sequence of σ-algebras (i.e.

∀s ≤ t,Fs ⊂ Ft).

For a given stochastic process (Xt)t≥0, we set F (X)
t = {σ(Xs, s ≤ t)} as the natural filtration of

(Xt)t≥0.

The Brownian motion is the most important example of continuous stochastic process, it is defined

as follows

Definition 13 (Brownian motion). Let (F)t≥0 be a filtration on (Ω,F), (Bt)t ≥ 0 is a Brownian

motion if

1. B0 = 0.

2. ∀s ≤ t, Bt −Bs is independent of Ft and (Bt −Bs) ∼ N (0,
√
t− s).

3. ∀ω ∈ Ω, Bt(ω) is continuous.

A Brownian motion is also called a Wiener process and is written (Wt)t≥0.

We elude the construction of the stochastic integral and we refer the reader to Øksendal [26] and

Karatzas & Shreve [27] for more details. So we assume, for S, T ∈ R+ the stochastic integral∫ T

S
f(s)dWs (A.1)

exists for a given stochastic process f such that

1. f is B([S, T ])⊗F-measurable

34
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2. f is adapted (i.e. ∀s ∈ [S, T ], f(s, ω) is Fs-measurable)

3. E
[∫ T

S f(s)2ds
]
< +∞

We briefly point out that the construction is based on subdividing the time domain in a similar

sense that we do to build the classical Riemannian integral, but the results depends on how we

divide. Ito’s integral is based on left end point. If we take the middle point, we end up with the

Stratonovich integral denoted by
∫ T
S f(t) ◦ dBt.

Then, we introduce Itô’s processes.

Definition 14 (Itô process). (X(t))t≥0 is an Itô process if it can be written as

X(t) = X0 +

∫ t

0
b(s,Xs)ds+

∫ t

0
σ(s,Xs)dWs (A.2)

Theorem 1 (Itô’s formula). Let g be a C1,2 real valued function. (Xt)t≥0 is a continuous-paths

stochastic process. We set (Yt)t≥0 so that for all t, Yt = g(t,Xt). Then,

dYt = d(g(t,Xt)) =
∂g

∂t
(t,Xt)dt+

∂g

∂x
(t,Xt)dXt +

1

2

∂2g

∂t2
(t,Xt)(dXt)

2 (A.3)

A complete proof can be found in [27].

Definition 15 (Stochastic differential equations). Let b : [0, t] × R 7→ R and σ : R 7→ R+ be two

measurable function, then a stochastic differential equation with unknown being a stochastic process

(Xt)t≥0 can be written as

dXt = b(t,Xt)dt+ σ(t,Xt)dWt (A.4)

In the previous definition, b is the drift term and σ is called the diffusion term.

Theorem 2 (Existence and uniqueness of strong solutions for an SDE). If, there exists C > 0 such

that, for all x, y ∈ R,

1. |b(t, x)|+ |σ(t, x)| ≤ C(1 + |x|)

2. |b(t, x)− b(t, y)|+ |σ(t, x)− σ(t, y)| ≤ C|x− y|

then, the SDE (B.4) has a unique strong solution.

A strong solution of an SDE is called a diffusion.

Definition 16 (Markov Process). Let (Xt)t≥0 be a continuous process. It is a Markov process if it

has the Markov property

E
[
f(Xt)|F (X)

s

]
= E [f(Xt)|Xs] ∀s ≤ t (A.5)

Property 2. A diffusion is a Markov process.

Basically, a diffusion is a ”fair” random continuous function.
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A.2 Example with a brownian bridge

Let (Wt)t ≥ 0 be a Wiener process, (Ft)t≥0 the natural filtration for (Wt)t ≥ 0.

Definition 17 (Brownian bridge). A brownian bridge (Bt)t≥0 is a continuous-time stochastic process

on [0, T ] defined as

Bt := {Wt|WT = 0} (A.6)

is called a brownian bridge.

It is possible to generalize the setting by conditioning the process to have other values on boundaries

of its domain.

Property 3. If (Bt)t≥0 is a generalized brownian bridge, it is a strong solution of the following SDE

(in 1 dimension)

dBt =
b−Bt

1− t
dt+ dWt (A.7)

Figure A.1 – Example of one trajectory of a brownian bridge

In general, given a diffusion process (xt)t≥0 satisfying dXt = b(t,Xt)dt+σ(t,Xt)dWt, we can define

Yt := {Xt|v}. Then, we build another process [19, ?]

dYt = b(t, Yt)dt−
yt − v

T − t
dt+ σ(t, yt)dWt (A.8)

It is possible to build a brownian bridge on a riemannian manifold M (finite dimensional or not)

[28]. Then, we want to build some kind of stochastic bridge between 2 shapes in the shape space.
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